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• Japanese equities have climbed to 34-year highs 

• Some profit taking is to be expected, and the BoJ’s proposed end to negative interest 

rates has also curbed sentiment  

• However, the 2024 outlook remains positive, bolstered by strong corporate earnings, 

governance reforms and retail incentives  

 

Japan’s blistering stock market rally took a breather after the Bank of Japan (BoJ) signaled 

last Tuesday that an end to negative interest rates was nearing.  

Although the BoJ left its ultra-loose monetary policy unchanged, Governor Kazuo Ueda said 

that the likelihood of Japan sustaining its 2 percent inflation target was “gradually heightening”. 

Noting improvements to Japan’s service sector prices and wage growth, he suggested that 

should these conditions hold firm, Japan could soon eventually revise its -0.1 percent 

benchmark interest rate. Japan has battled deflation and negative rates since 2016. 

 

Investors take profit 

Although the governor stressed that monetary policies will remain “very accommodative”, his 

hawkish tone sparked a minor sell-down. In the following three days, the Nikkei 225 and 

broader TOPIX index both slid about 2.0 percent.  

However, we would argue that much of the sell-down was due to profit taking. Last year, the 

Nikkei rose by 30.1 percent and the TOPIX by 26.7 percent1. By mid-January this year, both 

indices had risen to 34-year highs. It is not unusual for investors to lock in some gains after 

such a robust rally, and does not change our positive longer-term outlook for Japan stocks. 

 

 

 
1 In JPY terms 



                                                      

 

Fig 1: Nikkei 225 and TOPIX performance, 2023 – 2024 YTD 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Structural market drivers 

We think the following structural factors are in place and will continue to pick up pace this 

year: 

1. Earnings momentum and wage growth  

Rising wages are key to sustainable inflation in Japan. Deflation had led to static wages, 

lacklustre company earnings and a poorly-functioning economy. However, inflation started to 

rise in 2023, allowing Japanese companies to raise prices and corporate earnings to improve.  

This in turn has spurred wage demands, as workers sought to counter the effect of inflation 

on their spending power. As a result, average wages in Japan grew by 3.6 percent last year, 

a 30-year high. 

Fig 2: TOPIX 12M forward EPS 

 



                                                      

Source: UOBAM, Nomura’s Corporate Earnings Forecast for FY 2023-2024 

Given that TOPIX companies are continuing to forecast higher earnings per share (EPS), there 

is hope for even higher wage growth in 2024.  Unions in Japan are advocating for a minimum 

5 percent increase and several large Japanese companies such as Suntory Holdings and 

Aeon have already pledged to raise wages beyond that. In a further gesture of support, the 

government has introduced new tax incentives for companies that administer large wage 

increases. 

As part of a virtuous cycle, this will boost consumption and spark further price hikes, which in 

turn will boost wages, drive up company earnings and further boost the Japanese market.   

 

2. Corporate reforms 

Capital efficiency and shareholder returns have not featured highly within company priorities. 

This changed after the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) called on companies to do so.  The 

number of Japanese corporations planning to improve their capital efficiency increased over 

the following 6 months. There were also a slew of share buybacks and dividend hikes. This 

increased focus on company profits and stock prices resulted in a boost to investor confidence, 

not just in Japan but around the world. 

 

Fig 3: Percentage of Japanese companies that plan to enhance capital efficiency 

 

Source: JPX 

The TSE’s push for reforms is ongoing. For example, it will begin releasing a monthly list of 

companies that have disclosed plans to increase their capital efficiency. This move is designed 

to pressure laggard companies to change their behaviour.  



                                                      

 

3. Retail participation  

Deflationary conditions and economic stagnation also discouraged individuals from investing.  

As a result, half of Japanese households’ 2.1 quadrillion yen of financial assets is kept in cash 

and only about 18 percent of household financial is invested in stocks and investment trusts.  

To counter this, a new Nippon Individual Savings Account (NISA) programme has been 

launched to facilitate a shift from savings to investments.  Under this new framework, annual 

investment limits have been increased, allowing individuals to hold up to 18 million yen across 

their NISA accounts on a permanently tax-exempt basis.  

Although we expect that around 80 percent of NISA investments would go into US or global 

equities, the remaining will still go to domestic equity funds and individual Japanese stocks, 

representing a significant boost for Japanese shares.  

 

Risks to note 

Despite the buoyant outlook, a key risk for Japan’s stock market in the near term is the 

divergence between Japan monetary policy and that adopted by other major economies.  

While the BoJ is expected to raise interest rates, other developed economies look set to cut 

theirs in the coming months. This could cause some short-term volatility. 

Japan’s current low labour productivity is a longer term area of concern. Data shows that 

Japan’s labour productivity per person has remained nearly flat for 25 years through 2021. As 

a result, the country was in the bottom 10 of the OECD’s 2022 ranking of labour productivity. 

As Japan’s society rapidly ages, and its labour pool shrinks further, its economic growth 

depends on this issue being addressed urgently.  Policy-makers will need to do more to 

promote digital transformation, labour mobility and investment in human capital.  
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